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A Mathematical Epitaph for John?

I shall try to explain something (by no means everything) about 
this diagram, which expresses a relation between the topology of 
manifolds—surgery theory—and K-theory of C*-algebras.  

There is a sort of addendum to the diagram—a third row—that I 
shall try to explain, too.



Surgery For Amateurs

In 1996 I was the Ulam Visiting Professor at the 
University of Colorado, Boulder.  While I was there I gave a 
series of graduate lectures on high-dimensional manifold 
theory, which I whimsically titled Surgery for Amateurs.  
The title was supposed to express that I was coming to the 
subject from outside – basically, trying to answer to my 
own satisfaction the question “What is this Novikov 
Conjecture you keep talking about?”   

 J.R. 



A Word of Caution

Sometimes in order to tell the truth one must lie … and 
so it is here.  

(In fact I have already misrepresented some details.)  

(There will be more of the same to come … but they are 
just details.)  (Mostly.)



Surgery Problems



Analytic Surgery Problems

This comes from C*-algebra K-theory: 

•  is the C*-algebra of bounded propagation, 
pseudolocal operators on 
D*( Ṽ )

L2( Ṽ )
•  is the C*-algebra of -equivariant operators in D*π (V ) π D*( Ṽ )

•  is the C*-algebra of -equivariant operators in C*π (V ) π C*( Ṽ )

Theorem.   The K-theory of  is the K-homology of V.D*π (V )/C*π (V )



Mapping Surgery to Analysis



Mapping Surgery to Analysis
Read all about it in 
John’s CBMS notes …



Boulder 1996



And here:



And here:



And here:





The last paper in the surgery to analysis series …



Twisting A Differential Operator



Twisted Dirac Operators



Eta Invariants

The eta-function of a self-adjoint operator D is 

and the eta-invariant of D is 

So it is a regularization of the number of positive 
eigenvalues, minus the number of negative eigenvalues.



Relative Eta Invariants

The relative eta-invariants of D are 

These have some remarkable properties:

•They are differential invariants (Atiyah, Patodi, Singer)
•They are homotopy invariants modulo the integers (Weinberger)
•If the surgery structure set is trivial, they are homotopy invariants 

on the nose (Weinberger)
•If the analytic structure set is trivial, they are again homotopy 

invariants on the nose (Keswani)



Surgery to Analysis, Again

All this is explained by a third row of the surgery to analysis diagram:

First, the image of a structure or normal map is the relative eta invariant



Surgery to Analysis, Again

All this is explained by a third row of the surgery to analysis diagram:

This plus a Novikov argument implies homotopy invariance mod Z



Surgery to Analysis, Again

All this is explained by a third row of the surgery to analysis diagram:

And if the structure set vanishes, we get exact homotopy invariance



Thank You! 



John Roe, 1959-2018




